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This Lecture

‣ Cross-Lingual Word Representa%ons (Mul%lingual LLMs)

‣ Word Segmenta%on

‣ Morphology

‣ Cross-lingual Tagging and Parsing

‣ Extras: Pairwise Ranking Model, Class-balanced Focal Loss



Morphology



What is morphology?
‣ Study of how words form

‣ Deriva%onal morphology: create a new lexeme from a base
estrange (v) => estrangement (n)
become (v) => unbecoming (adj)

I become / she becomes

‣ Inflec%onal morphology: word is inflected based on its context

‣ May not be totally regular: enflame => inflammable

‣ Mostly applies to verbs and nouns



Neologism 
‣ Seman%c shiU, lexical 

deriva%on, dialectal 
varia%on, blending, or 
compounding, etc. 

Zhang et al. (2024)



Morphological Inflec%on
‣ In English: I arrive you arrive he/she/it arrives

we arrive you arrive they arrive
[X] arrived

‣ In French:



Morphological Inflec%on
‣ In Spanish:



Noun Inflec%on

‣ Nomina%ve: I/he/she, accusa%ve: me/him/her, geni%ve: mine/his/hers

‣ Not just verbs either; gender, number, case complicate things

I give the children a book <=> Ich gebe                        ein Buch
I taught the children <=> Ich unterrichte die Kinder

‣ Da%ve: merged with accusa%ve in English, shows recipient of something

den Kindern



Irregular Inflec%on
‣ Common words are oUen irregular

‣ I am / you are / she is

‣ Less common words typically fall into some regular paradigm — 
these are somewhat predictable

‣ Je suis / tu es / elle est   (French)

‣ Soy / está / es   (Spanish)



Agglu%na%ng Langauges
‣ Finnish/Hungarian 

(Finno-Ugric), also 
Turkish: what a 
preposi%on would 
do in English is 
instead part of the 
verb

‣ Many possible forms — and in newswire data, only a few are observed



Morphologically-Rich Languages
‣ Many languages spoken all over the world have much richer morphology 

than English

‣ CoNLL 2006 / 2007: dependency parsing + morphological analyses for 
~15 mostly Indo-European languages

‣ Word piece / byte-pair encoding models for MT are preky good at 
handling these if there’s enough data

‣ SPMRL shared tasks (2013-2014): Syntac%c Parsing of Morphologically-
Rich Languages

‣ Universal Dependencies project (2005-now): >100 languages



NLP performance inequali%es
‣ NLP progress has been restricted to a minuscule subset of the world’s 

6,500 languages

Blasi (2021)



CMU Wilderness Mul%lingual Speech 
‣ 650+ Languages 
‣ 20 hours of aligned speech per language 
‣ Data from read New Testaments (hkp://www.bible.is/)

http://festvox.org/cmu_wilderness/map.html Black (2019)

http://www.bible.is/


Universal Dependencies

https://universaldependencies.org/

‣ Over 100 languages



Massively Mul%lingual MT
‣ For 103 languages 

Arivazhagan et al. (2019), Kudugunta et al. (2019)



‣ For 200 languages (54B parameters)  
‣ Mixture of Expert (BOE) model. With more low-resource language pairs 

in the training data, the mul%lingual systems start to overfit. 
‣ Solu%ons: regulariza%on, curriculum learning, self-supervised learning, 

and diversifying back-transla%on.

Fan et al. (2022), NLLB Team (2022)

Massively Mul%lingual MT



Word Segmenta%on



Chinese Word Segmenta%on

‣ LSTMs over character 
embeddings / character 
bigram embeddings to 
predict word boundaries

‣ Word segmenta%on: 
some languages 
including Chinese do not 
have white spaces 
between words. 



Challenges of Chinese
‣ Thousands of characters!   >80K



Challenges of Chinese
‣ Mandarin and Cantonese are both tonal languages.  
‣ The homophone problem is ubiquitous.



English Word Segmenta%on?



A case study: Hashtag Segmenta%on

inequality # debate night

conveys the topic of the tweet

income lyfebff 4

conveys the sentiment of the tweet

#

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

# pawpawty

# pawpaw  ty

Microsoft’s WordBreaker 
(Wang et al., 2011)

GATE’s hashtag tokenizer 
(Maynard & Greenword, 2014)

# pawpawty
(Çelebi & Özgür, 2017)

# paw  pawty
HashtagMaster 

(Our Work)

‣ Challenges: en%%es, abbrevia%ons, non-standard spellings, slang …



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ Most hashtags have <15 characters. We can (almost) enumerate  
all 2^(1-len) possible segmenta%ons.
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Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ It’s also very hard to tell apart the top-ranked ones.

#songsongaddafisitunesh:

input hashtag s1: # song song addafis itunes 
s2: # songs on gaddafi s itunes 
s3: # songs on gaddaf is itunes

       …. 
sk: # song son gaddafis itunes

candidate segmentations (top-k)



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ Solu%on: pairwise ranking! 

sa sb

g(sa, sb) > 0 means      is bettersag(sa, sb)

#songsongaddafisitunes
input hashtag

Lmultitask = λ1LMSE + λ2LBCE

multi-task learning objective

h

wh

# songs on gaddafis itunes # song son gaddafi s itunes
a pair of candidate segmentations



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ So we can more easily compare very similar segmenta%ons. We rerank 
the top-k candidates.

sa sb

g(sa, sb)



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ The neural pairwise ranking model uses a small number of numerical/
binary features. 

sa sb

g(sa, sb)
Good Turing Smoothing

• Twitter

• Gigaword


Kneser-Ney Smoothing

• Twitter

• Gigaword

} Ngram Language  
Model Probabilities

Linguistic Features

Word length

Number of words

Word shapes

Urban Dictionary

Named entities 
Google counts

}



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

sa sb

g(sa, sb)

 = 0.41f1(sa) f1(sa) = [ ~0.0, 0.44, 0.54, ~0.02, ~0.0 ]

dj( f( ⋅ )) = e−
( f( ⋅ ) − μj)2

2σ2

Gaussian Vectorization

‣ Vectorize numerical/binary features. 



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ Trained with mean squared error (MSE) or margin ranking loss. 

sa sb

g(sa, sb)

LMSE =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

(g*(i)(sa, sb) − g(i)(sa, sb))2

Predicted Pairwise Score

Gold Pairwise Score 

g*(sa, sb) = sim(sa, s*) − sim(sb, s*) s*, where      is the gold segmentation. 

Feedforward

Network



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ Adap%ve mul%-task learning: as different features work for single- vs. 
mul%-word hashtags, we introduce a binary classifica%on task.

sa sb

g(sa, sb)

#songsongaddafisitunesinput hashtag:

h

wh

probability that     is a multi-word hashtagh



Hashtag Segmenta%on

Mounica Maddela, Wei Xu, Daniel Preo%uc-Pietro. “Mul%-task Pairwise Neural Ranking for Hashtag Segmenta%on” in ACL (2019) 

‣ Adap%ve mul%-task learning: as different features work for single- vs. 
mul%-word hashtags, we introduce a binary classifica%on task.

sa sb

g(sa, sb)

#songsongaddafisitunesinput hashtag:

h

wh

probability that     is a multi-word hashtagh

Lmultitask = λ1LMSE + λ2LBCEMulti-task Learning Objective:

Pairwise Ranking (main)

Binary Classification (auxiliary)



Cross-Lingual Tagging and Parsing



Cross-Lingual Tagging
‣ Labeling POS datasets is expensive

‣ Can we transfer annota%on from high-resource languages (English, etc.) 
to low-resource languages?

English

Raw text

POS data

Spanish:

+ Raw text

en-es bitext

POS data

Malagasy

bitext
Raw text+ Malagasy tagger

Spanish 
tagger



Cross-Lingual Tagging
‣ Can we leverage word alignment here?

N PR  V          ??

‣ Tag with English tagger, project across bitext, train French tagger? 
Works preky well

I like it  a   lot

Je l’ aime beaucoup

align I like it  a   lot

Je l’ aime beaucoup

N V PR DT ADJ

tag I like it  a   lot

Je l’ aime beaucoup

Projected tags

Das and Petrov (2011)



Cross-Lingual Parsing

McDonald et al. (2011)

‣ Now that we can POS tag other languages, can we parse them too?

‣ Direct transfer: train a parser over POS sequences in one language, then 
apply it to another language

I     like   tomatoes

PRON VERB  NOUN

Je   les    aime
PRON PRON VERB

I     like   them

PRON VERB  PRON

Parser trained 
to accept tag 
input

VERB is the 
head of PRON 
and NOUN

parse 
new 
data

train



Cross-Lingual Parsing

McDonald et al. (2011)

‣ Mul%-dir: transfer a parser trained on several source treebanks to the 
target language

‣ Mul%-proj: more complex annota%on projec%on approach



EasyProject

Chen et al. (2023)

‣ Rely on a robust MT system (w/ or w/o word alignment) to do label 
projec%on: 



Cross-Lingual Word Representa%ons 
(Mul%lingual LLMs)



Mul%lingual Embeddings

Ammar et al. (2016)

‣ mul%Cluster: use bilingual dic%onaries to form clusters of words 
that are transla%ons of one another, replace corpora with cluster 
IDs, train “monolingual” embeddings over all these corpora

‣ Works okay but not all that well

I have an apple

J’ ai des oranges I   Je J’

ID: 47ai    have
ID: 24

47 24 89   1981

47 24   18  427

‣ Input: corpora in many languages. Output: embeddings where 
similar words in different languages have similar embeddings



Mul%lingual Sentence Embeddings

Artetxe et al. (2019)

‣ Form BPE vocabulary over all corpora (50k merges); will include 
characters from every script

‣ Take a bunch of bitexts and train an MT model between a bunch 
of language pairs with shared parameters, use W as sentence 
embeddings



Mul%lingual BERT

Devlin et al. (2019)

‣ Take top 104 Wikipedias, train BERT on all of them simultaneously

‣ What does this look like?

Beethoven may have proposed unsuccessfully to Therese Malfa{, the 
supposed dedicatee of "Für Elise"; his status as a commoner may again 
have interfered with those plans.

当⼈们在⻢尔法蒂身后发现这部⼩曲的⼿稿时，便误认为上⾯写的是
“Für Elise”（即《给爱丽丝》）[51]。

Кита́й (официально — Кита́йская Наро́дная Респу́блика, 
сокращённо — КНР; кит. трад. 中華⼈⺠共和國, упр. 中华⼈⺠共和

国, пиньинь: Zhōnghuá Rénmín Gònghéguó, палл.: Чжунхуа Жэньминь 



Mul%lingual BERT: Results

Pires et al. (2019)

‣ Can transfer BERT directly across languages with some success

‣ …but this evalua%on is on languages that all share an alphabet



Mul%lingual BERT: Results

Pires et al. (2019)

‣ Urdu (Arabic/Nastaliq script) => Hindi (Devanagari). Transfers well despite 
different alphabets!

‣ Japanese => English: different script and very different syntax



XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R)

Conneau et al. (2019)

‣ Larger “Common Crawl” dataset, beker performance than mBERT

‣ Low-resource languages benefit from training on other languages

‣ High-resource languages see a small performance hit, but not much



mT5

Xue et al. (2021)



Scaling Up: mT5 vs. ByT5

Xue et al. (2022)



mBART

Liu et al. (2020)

‣ Mul%lingual extension of 
BART, a seq2seq denoising 
auto-encoder pre-trained 
on large-scale monolingual 
corpora in many languages. 

‣ Works well for machine 
transla%on! (especially 
Chinese in comparison to 
M2M and NLLB — based on 
my student’s experiments)



Bloom
‣ A BigScience ini%a%ve, open-access, 176B parameter (GPT-2 architecture) 
‣ 59 languages (46 natural language + 13 programming language) 
‣ 1.6TB of pre-processed text

https://huggingface.co/bigscience/bloom



XGLM
‣ Meta AI, 7.5B parameter (similar to GPT-3 architecture) 
‣ 30 languages, 500B tokens of pre-processed text (CC100-XL of 68 

Common Crawl snapshots (from Summer 2013 to March/April 2020))

Lin et al. (2022)



GPT-4
‣ Tested on 26 languages, MMLU - Mul%ple-choice ques%ons in 57 subjects



Prompt GPT-4 vs. Fine-tune mBERT

Le et al. (2024)



Language Contamina%on 
‣ Models trained only on 

English text have been found 
to transfer surprisingly well 
to other languages. 

‣ Common English pretraining 
corpora actually contain 
significant amounts of non-
English text.  

Blevins & Zeklemoyer (2022)



Mul%lingual Datasets ++ 



Mul%lingual Benchmarks

Hu et al. (2020)

‣ XTREME Benchmark: many of these datasets are transla%ons of base 
datasets, not originally annotated in those languages

‣ Excep%ons: POS, NER, TyDiQA



TyDiQA

Clark et al. (2021)

‣ Annotators write 
ques%ons based on 
very short snippets 
of ar%cles; answers 
may or may not 
exist, fetched from 
elsewhere in 
Wikipedia

‣ Typologically- 
diverse QA 
dataset



TyDiQA

Clark et al. (2021)

‣ Why not 
translate?



TyDiQA

Clark et al. (2021)

‣ Annotators write 
ques%ons based on 
very short snippets 
of ar%cles; answers 
may or may not 
exist, fetched from 
elsewhere in 
Wikipedia

‣ Typologically- 
diverse QA 
dataset



Stanceosaurus

Zheng et al. (2022)



Stanceosaurus

Zheng et al. (2022)



🦕   Stanceosaurus - Annotation Schema

DiscussingSupporting Refuting IrrelevantQuerying

Discussing- 
Supporting

Discussing- 
Neutral

Discussing- 
Refuting

Stance Categories

Implicit Leanings

Stance categories include 4 relevant classes seen in previous work 

Topically similar but irrelevant tweets are included to help build robust models  

Neutral tweets may have an indirect bias



Stance Distributions

Discussing

Refuting
Supporting

Querying

RumourEval 
(Gorrell et al., 2018)

14%

7%

72%

7%

Supporting and Refuting make up only 21~22% of datapoints in Stanceosaurus and RumourEval.

Refuting

Discussing

Supporting

Querying

Irrelevant

Stanceosaurus (this work) 
Inclusion of similar but irrelevant datapoints

15%

2%

36%

42%

6%
15%



Automatic Stance Classification

Stance identification is modeled as a sentence-pair classification task


Tweets are encoded into contextualized word embeddings using transformer-based models


Baseline models are trained using cross-entropy loss 

Imbalanced label distributions are a significant challenge in stance classification.

Classifier
(Feed-

forward 
Neural 

Network)

BERT

Refuting

Supporting

Discussing

Irrelevant

Querying

Unnormalized  
scores



Re-weightingUnnormalized  
scores

• Hyper-parameter      is tuned between [0.1, 1)


• Re-weighting term is inversely proportional with the number of data points in a class


• Weighs misclassifications of smaller classes more than larger classes


• During evaluation, the proportion of classes is estimated with the training set

Class-Balanced Focal Loss

* Class-Balanced Focal Loss (Lin et al. 2017) has been demonstrated to address imbalanced computer vision problems

To address the imbalanced label distributions in stance classification:



Re-weightingUnnormalized  
scores

Class-Balanced Focal Loss
To address the imbalanced label distributions in stance classification:

Focal loss

• The hyper-parameter      is tuned between [0.1 1.1]


• Well-classified examples with high confidence reduce the focal loss term towards 0


• High confidence for incorrect classifications creates a larger focal loss


• Low confidence for correct classifications also generate a large focal loss

* Class-Balanced Focal Loss (Lin et al. 2017) has been demonstrated to address imbalanced computer vision problems



English data 

• BERT - Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers


• BERTweet (Nguyen et al., 2020) - Pre-trained on a large Twitter corpus


Hindi and Arabic data 

• Multilingual-BERT - Trained on a corpus of 104 different languages


• XLM-RoBERTa - Trained on CommonCrawl of 100 languages 

Pre-trained Models

Based on existing work, pre-trained Transformer models are used to establish baseline performance



Class-Balanced Focal Loss

35.0
42.5
50.0
57.5
65.0

Precision Recall F1

61.062.8
59.8

53.5
56.8

51.3 53.653.753.9 52.5
55.7

50.6

BERT Base BERT Large BERTweet Base BERTweet Large

Cross-Entropy Loss

35.0
42.5
50.0
57.5
65.0

Precision Recall F1

60.260.260.6

52.352.253.1 53.653.054.3
50.450.551.1

Evaluation on English Dataset
20707 English tweets for 190 total claims; 112 train / 34 dev / 44 test English claims; evaluate on individual tweet text.

BERTweet-large trained on Class-balanced Focal Loss outperforms all other models.



Evaluation on Hindi tweets

Class-Balanced Focal Loss

25.0
32.0
39.0
46.0
53.0
60.0

Precision Recall F1

53.151.5
57.4

47.446.5
52.8

45.344.1

53.0

Multilingual BERT XLM-RoBERTa-base XLM-RoBERTa-large

Cross-Entropy Loss

25.0
32.0
39.0
46.0
53.0
60.0

Precision Recall F1

49.949.0
55.7

44.342.6

53.2

40.839.4

52.1

XLM-RoBERTa models outperform Multilingual-BERT in cross-lingual transfer for Hindi tweets

Cross-lingual transfer models classify stance trained on English data and evaluated on Hindi tweets.



Evaluation on Arabic tweets

Class-Balanced Focal Loss

25.0
32.0
39.0
46.0
53.0
60.0

Precision Recall F1

50.452.251.9
46.4

50.0
45.8 43.144.746.1

Multilingual BERT XLM-RoBERTa-base XLM-RoBERTa-large

Cross-Entropy Loss

25.0
32.0
39.0
46.0
53.0
60.0

Precision Recall F1

47.749.251.4

42.641.9
47.6

40.040.1
44.8

XLM-RoBERTa models outperform Multilingual-BERT in cross-lingual transfer for Arabic tweets

Cross-lingual transfer models classify stance trained on English data and evaluated on Arabic tweets.



African Languages!
‣ AfroLID, a neural LID toolkit for 517 African languages and varie%es.

Adebara et al. (2022)



Masakhane NER
‣ NER datasets for 20 African languages

Adelani et al. (2021)



Where are we now?
‣ Universal dependencies: treebanks (+ tags) for 100+ languages

‣ Datasets in other languages are s%ll small, so projec%on techniques may 
s%ll help

‣ More corpora in other languages, less and less reliance on structured 
tools like parsers, and pretraining on unlabeled data means that 
performance on other languages is beker than ever

‣ Mul%lingual models seem to be working beker and beker — but s%ll 
many challenges for low-resource se{ngs



Takeaways

‣ Many languages have richer morphology than English and pose dis%nct 
challenges

‣ Problems: how to analyze rich morphology, how to generate with it

‣ Can leverage resources for English using bitexts

‣ Mul%lingual models can be learned in a bitext-free way and can transfer 
between languages


